
5/7/70 

Dear Gary, 

This-is-emotionally a rough day.,-I spent the entire morning addressing 
an appeal to the Sege to permit me to act as my own iswyer in'out long-delayed 
suit over the helicopters and sonic booms and the damage they did.,lf- and when 
we get to elcertain point,yoU.may.be,able to direct us to the'properexPerts, 

'to...try and assess: the human damage living this way does and, if the science. 
. permits it,,haaione. Time for.that later. But it was rought, reliving those 
:painful experiences, recalling:.all the terribIethings:tnat happened to Lil, 
all the malfeasances, diafeasances and nonfeesances by the lawyers, etc. Now, as 
soon as I get a call, I  have to leave to mail that, to get it into the judge's 
hands as soon as possible. 

Meanwhile, : can begin to answer your letter of 5/3. At long last I 
have seen something good Fred has done. Not that it has meaning or could 
accompliehareithing. Butit_isz_both credible end responsible, and I surely 
welcome it; In another, conteit,-it'canalso'havemeaning, however, I fear the 
wrong concepts,it_could inspire, the improbable conspiracy theories it.couldfeed. 

Nichols: I explained in advance to you and Dick the reason for my 
emphsisis on the garbling.Ln the telegram. Over the phone, I had no way of. knowing 
how much:was garbled. Therieno t legraph delivery here. It is read and- then,.  
if'recuceted, ensiled. I'hed no doubt of the thrust of it, but knowing - ohn, I 
dared net imagine what was not clear and further, as you should recall, there was • 
my unanswered latter the relevance of which you understand. Until you and Dick 
offer any opinions of w.-et he is up to over what you have thus far (with that I 
agree), I'll not suggest what else I thinkmay be involved. 

Glad you do not mind my butting in oa vary, on your misreading and on 
the (I hope) catalytic letternI took the litcerty of writing. Without it sne'd 
not do enytting. Now we can et least hope she'll be aware and can consider. 

ChecionSylvia:and W. Please tell Rich if km:knee:had any confidenceS: 
vested in Lim (I do not racell if I did), he should keep them. 

Delighted I misread, you on. invplvement. 

Sorry-  I can't make helpfULeuggestions- for Gary ShOrt.,Tne field has 
contracted. Professional. sources, I think,:offer the best hope.'ile should try and 
sell himself locally first. for- he has an established following. There is no 
telling wt/c4 improbable station would consider what might even involve what for 
it is a good format, especially if tney have a time where they suffer compet." 
etively. 

Lippman: thanks. Remember the statement I asked you to get from him. 

Re: Pneumo end angio: what makes them worth the risk?,,Uhder whet , 
conditions should they be considered, by the doctors and by me?: Dtder what should 

- I decline than, if any?* 

Nothing else new. 
Tahnke, 
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May 3., 1970' .: 

minneapoli s, minnesota, 55415 
Dear Harold:  

Received your mailings postmarked tie 24th; 25th, and29th.-  Nick-ills:letter 

to you# of the tOth - leaves little doubt that he is not standing by any agree 

ments. He has done a really strange thing when'one comes right down to it, 

and while it would not have been my style to write the letter you did to him, 

I agree with the thrust of it except for the emphasis on the garbled telegram: 

Basically, from what I know of the eituation'and his letters, etc., he is 

clearly trying to back out of his original agreeaent with you 'by trying to 

forget (or pretend) that it was. ever made and then go on to make a new one -

with this horseshit at the copyirrite office. His behavior, besides being 

nefarious; is uite bizarre. 	- ' 	. 	• 	 . 

I got a card from Mary,  in Hawaii'and -pou were right about my misreading of 

what she wrote me.-'I-overreact in that direction mostly because.parents. of 

kids in that situation tend to try to see them as well fast and resent.pro- 

fessional help and. advice.- 	. 	 . 
My references to Sylvia seeing KT# as a critic refer to things a year or two 

or more old, but there is little question about her attitude twvArds him in 

what I have from her. She is brilliant but, in my opinion, has some bad hang-

ups and has made some pretty hasty decisions as with KT. 
I appreciate your straight and open letter to Mary which so'completely 'and cor-

rectly summarized my feelings about the situation with her son. I see_the in-

side the medical profession-hides too often,to accept just the fact Of med-

ical treatment as'an'indication that things are in hand. 'Furthermore,-there 

are two concrete examples of improper practice just in what little she has 

told me. I haven't told you, but I asked the advice-of others on this, posing 

it as a theoretical case. -Bear in mind also, I did not get to the positon I 

hold within the emergency service netliork in Mhe Twin Cities except through 

demonstration to the older professionals (i.e. I represent 70 just through 
the Walk-In Center) that-I know drug problems, crisis problems (i.e. sukkide). 

- 	 . 

Rich had not written me of the internecine troubles, but rather of -Sylvia's 

opinion on'things.' I wanted to caution him not to accept any of us as having 

the last Word on anything, and that Sylvia had her failings. 

On the subject of Garrison, I have always agreed with the path you had taken, 

and in fact regretted that I had not become involved in his investigation. 

(given'how impressionable he is, my lack of status among the critics would 

not have been a hindrence) so I could have been one more person who would have 

tried to spot the:red - herrings'and keep them in line. When I had my big argu-

ment with Sylvia On this (when she lost control and said - I was'iamature, etc.) 

I made that simple point: Garrison was here whether we liked him or not, and 

attacking him the way Sylvia did made no difference to Jim or anyone else. 

Just on the BoXley-Turner affair (as short hand for'much of which weHnow know' 
was Jim's own craziness) we prevented false charges from being made and helped 

avert more disaster. 

But I think you misread me about my regret at having been involved.in  things. 

I agree that involvement is a necessary cond. of working in this area and that 

disputes, even like the Lifton ding, are things which are .hard to avoid if one 
is going to keep active. Furthermore, Rich knows my views on this very well 

and I doubt if he will misread me on it. He feels the same way about Garrison-- 
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that to a certain degree the battle lines were drawn and those who caved had 
to be involved and do all they could to make it a good investigation. None 
of us made public comments on Shaw and bohh you and I questioned things Jim 
did or said many times. So I haveno disagreements as to the question of 
being involved, especially since I don't view it as a decilion one can have 
much of a choice about. 

I'm glad the thing with. Howard is working out. 

On Nichols and the cost2of the photOs, it,might,be worth pointing,out some-
thing I haven't mentioned before. Nichols first implied quite clearly that 
he nad a. friend who could. do them, later became unclear,, and finally-indicated 
that it would cost, .so _I was mildly surprised even at as-iate a date as my 
first letter from Morey that it, would cost. and costa lot. I didn't balk 
because, while it.surprised me given mllthat you had done for John an& his 
financial situation vs. yours, there is no reason he has to be genercius, and 
I never mind paying,my own way. 

I go on WLOL to reply to LBJ tomorrow, and also too ediscuss your suit. L was 
to be on with Gary Short,' but on Friday he was either fired or quit#=-the word 
was .nregigned." . So, Alex Bennett is. gone, Ken Minyard is gone, and nOw Gary 
is gone. All.were big losses. I was on with Paul Helm, who is as mucha 
fascist as anyone I have ever met, for the Walk-In center, and really had.* .- 
problem on my hands. He may try to'sue us and the -Teen-Age Medical Center, 
our free clinic. He biiieves that the best way to•raise kids is to give them 
anknuckle sandwichnaccasionally. 

-I met with Henry Lippman today and he As , up to some good tnings.- He 'has, con-
tinued *o work on congressmen and has drafted a letter, using congressman 
MacGregor's name. (with permission), to Earl Warren. He is trying to push 
the line,that things will be breaking, due especially to your work, in. the 
next few years, And that it would,be about time - for govt. people :to begin 
chosing,sides. Gary Hart, another one, of my people, has a line on someone,-,: 
who was 'a bodyguard for HHH--SS or perhaps private--interesting in either 
case.' 

The news reports on the Honeywell°.thing _were completely distorted. Tbere 
was practically no violence--1 broken window, several botthis thrown, etc. 
A fried& who is a photographer was- beaten 14.1  by the cops, and a TIME mag. - r , 
photographer was roughed up and had his camera confiscated when_he photo-- 

 that beating. , The cops showed up with tape over, their badge numbers 
which is pretty amazing. 

The Cambodia thing is scary. One wonders whether Nixon worries about becoming 
another dead -leader or whether the military is,running things. -It is-hard -,to 
believe thathe is doing and saying those things, unless of course, he is now 
completely out of touch with reality and essentially psychotic. We may be 
hoping-to lure China in and finish# her off after her launching the satellite. 

I played tennis twice this weekend and am really getting into shape. Un-
fortunately I'm afraid that my tennis has limits due to my vision which it 
looks like practice can't overcome completely. - 

Enclosed is $10 which was owed you by Henry Lippman. He gave it to me to 
send to you. - 	- - 

'Best - wishes to you and Lil: 
da,qAN I: 	 7 - 	• 

--PS:'In terms of neurolOgical-tests, there is both a-pneuMOencepha/ogram 
and angiogra, both of which have a danger attached. A Pneumo hurts 
the most, and an angiO As most dangerous, although principally dangerous 
in cases where there is a history of cardio-vascular disorder. (i.e. I 
just tested a guy who they stroked out--he had a stroke--after the angio) 


